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Abstract:

This paper takes at its starting point the responsibility placed upon corporations by the United Nations’ Protect, Respect and Remedy Framework as elaborated upon by the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights to respect human rights. The overt pragmatism and knowledge of the complex business relationships that are embedded in global production led John Ruggie, the author of the Framework, to adopt a structure for the relationship between human rights and business that built on the existing practices of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). His intention was that these practices should be developed to embrace respect for human rights by exhorting corporations to move from “the era of declaratory CSR”\(^1\) to showing a demonstrable policy commitment to respect for human rights. The prime motivation for corporations to do this was, according to Ruggie, because the responsibility to respect was one that would be guarded and judged by the “courts of public opinion” as part of the social expectations imposed upon corporations or to put it another way as a condition of a corporation’s social license to operate.\(^2\)

This article sets out the background context to the Framework and examines the structures that it puts forward. In its third and final section the article looks at how the Framework requires a corporation's social license to be assembled and how and by whom that social license will be judged. The success or failure of the Framework in persuading corporations to respect human rights is tied to whether “the courts of public opinion” can use their “naming and shaming power” effectively.
1. A Contextual Background to Ruggie’s Appointment

Accounts of what appear to be at worst flagrant disregard, and at best disinterest, by corporations of the human rights of individuals reach the mainstream Western media on a regular but atomized basis. Many people in the developed world are aware in very general terms that the production activities of corporations involve power imbalances between the various factors of production and the nation states they are located in. What is much less well known is the complexity of business relationships involved in productive activity. Any attempt to deal with human rights infractions by corporations needs to offer a strategy that addresses this complexity. Examples of recent publicized infractions would be the technology corporation Apple\(^3\) and the mineral extractive corporation Rio Tinto\(^4\) both of which were accused of benefiting from labour practices that abused the human rights of workers in China and Indonesia respectively, with Rio Tinto additionally accused of land grabbing and forced evictions in Madagascar. In both examples neither corporation is in an employee/employee relationship with the workers concerned. In Indonesia Rio Tinto is in an investment role as part of a joint venture at Grasberg mine which is controlled by Freeport (90.6% shareholding) with the remaining shares held by the Indonesian government. In Madagascar the mine in question was part owned by the Madagascan government.

China, Indonesia and Madagascar have very different political and institutional structures from each other and from the US and UK and Australia where these corporations are incorporated and listed. Apple and Rio Tinto fit the classic model of large-scale corporations affecting foreign inward investment into lower cost labour or resource rich economies resulting in export-orientated industrialization in those states.\(^5\) Apple’s production facilities in China are enclosed in a contractual web involving locally based manufacturers who both produce components and obtain them from other manufacturers for further work and onward supply. This illustrates the development of the out sourced production paradigm into global value chains as the inward investment vehicle.\(^6\) For many industries production is becoming increasingly fragmented into trade in value generating intermediate goods and services with activity located in webs of long term co-production relationships, franchises, affiliated business structures and more traditional arms length supply contracts, hence the name global value chains.\(^7\) The presence of these chains make the tracking of responsibility for human rights abuses much more difficult. The collapse of the structurally unsound Bangladeshi clothing factory, Rana Plaza, in April 2013 that killed over 1100 workers revealed the tangled web of supply, sub-contracting and labeling relationships that lie behind some consumer products. It is still not clear exactly which fashion chains were sourcing garments or part garments from this factory and on what legal basis they were doing so but they were
numerous. Some have admitted their involvement while suggesting darkly that others were also involved. This makes locating an appropriate corporation with sufficient funds to satisfy a tort action in the correct jurisdiction very difficult from a victim perspective.

These issues are not simply about business actors based in Northern and Western states exploiting low cost regulatory regimes in the global South. Capital in the form of FDI no longer flows inexorably from the global North to the global South. The contours of globalization have shifted in recent years to cast new or emerging economies as the host country for corporations which then provide inward investment into other such economies across the global South. Nor is it always the case that global value chains are constituted with the largest and so most influential corporation in the chain located in a developed state. Manufacturers in emerging economies are increasingly able to capture more locally driven production and supply more than one customer thus inverting the power base of the chain. Domestic markets in the global South have expanded enormously with India and China both becoming Asian Driver economies. Global business in terms of FDI flows is much more complex and granular than traditional accounts would suggest that it is. This creates a geopolitical dimension to corporate activity that is subtler in terms of a pattern of winners and losers in relation to human rights abuses and protection than can be addressed by focusing solely on the regulatory relationship between a corporation and its host state.

The example of Apple in China is illustrative of the complex relationship that exists between states and corporations in the control of global production activity. The classic observation is that the growth of corporations in number and economic significance signals a decline in the influence of the nation state and its regulatory power. This is usually supported by the observation that the turnover of the world’s largest corporation is greater than the GDP of a large number of states. While technically true this is a rather static description that does not capture the full picture of the interplay between production on a global scale, a global finance system and the desire to industrialize rapidly on the party of many individual states. In fact, the Apple and Rio Tinto examples illustrate the fluidity and complex nature of economic globalization. Industrialization through FDI has changed some parts of some states significantly very quickly and this brings new problems for host nations. The effects of global production produce for some states problems that are not of their making, for example the environmental degradation that results from natural resource extraction. However this activity also allows an economic growth model for that state to be predicated on adding value to natural resources. The proliferation of bilateral investment treaties might restrict the space for host countries to develop their domestic policy in relation to the regulation of corporations but as
Corporations sometimes act in support of strong governments and sometimes against them. Corporations might, in a weak state, offer a form of stability that the state cannot. On occasions this is done from an altruistic standpoint such as corporate participation in the Global Fund, an international public-private partnership, initiative to fight Aids, TB and Malaria in Somalia. In other instances it is done from a more self-interested perspective; for example by providing Aids related health services in parts of S Africa Mercedes Benz is able to secure the supply of a healthier workforce. States in the neo-liberal era opened up new service markets for corporations by privatizing state monopolies under the blueprint offered by proponents of the new public management school. Post the financial crisis of 2008 there has been a further wave of stripping back state functions in favour of private sector provision to serve the interests of austerity. The relationship between state and corporation is one that is constantly evolving with individual citizens more likely to be in direct contact with corporate activity as the role of the state changes in response to a variety of political and economic imperatives that are more nuanced than the naked growth of Western based corporations.

Into this world of complex networked global production came John Ruggie, a Harvard based academic who for some years had worked on globalization and markets and had been Kofi Annan’s Assistant Secretary-General for Strategic Planning from 1997-2001. He was appointed as the UN Special Representative for Business and Human Rights in 2005. This was not the first attempt of the UN to force an acceptance or even an acknowledgment of responsibility for the effects of business practices into the corporate sector. In 2000 the Global Compact (of which Ruggie was one of the leading architects) was introduced which encouraged businesses to declare themselves in support of ten core principles around environmental standards, employment practices, human rights and corrupt practices and observe them in their activities. Prior to the Compact’s promulgation there was the United Nations Draft Code of Conduct for Transnational Corporations set up in 1980. Nor was the United Nations the only supra-national organization suggesting that there should be interventions into the relationship between the corporate sector and the advancement of human rights. The OECD and the ILO both developed positions expressed through codes in 1976 and 1977 respectively.

What this demonstrates is that the latter years of the twentieth century saw the supporters of an influential international human rights discourse increasingly interrogating free market actors about the human rights impact of their activities. The public/private divide in the context of corporations has broken down and for
many this is not a desirable state of affairs. In a neoliberal worldview corporations are purely private accumulators of capital and should be required to take little interest in the provision of public benefits.\textsuperscript{31} From a civil society perspective any corporate intervention in the social world is fundamentally anti-democratic; corporations are in terms of structure largely unaccountable in the provision of societal goods unlike a government that has an electoral mandate\textsuperscript{32} based on the articulation of particular ideological principles. Furthermore corporate executives are likely to be inexperienced in the design and delivery of social interventions.\textsuperscript{33}

However corporations are both political and public actors not least because of the way in which state governments have systematically ceded their functions to the corporate sector.\textsuperscript{34} Ruggie’s appointment can be seen as the UN response to the need to manage the convergence of global production regimes and the supporting neo-liberal discourse of both states\textsuperscript{35} and corporations with the discourse of human rights recognition and protection.\textsuperscript{36} The emergence of CSR as a central feature of corporate behavior at the level of individual firm and at industry sector level is the response offered by capital to ameliorate demands from wider society for greater accountability, transparency and ultimately regulation\textsuperscript{37} of the activities that generate corporate profit.\textsuperscript{38} The framework eventually produced by Ruggie, echoing views he had expressed prior to his appointment,\textsuperscript{39} invites links to be drawn between the discourse of human rights and the discourse and practice of CSR as the next section of the paper explains. Concern for human rights has not to date played a significant role in CSR debates or in corporate policies.\textsuperscript{40} Preuss and Brown report that in their study of human rights policies in FTSE 100 listed companies 42.8% of corporations did not address human rights at all despite having at least one CSR tool in place.\textsuperscript{41} The desire to behave in a socially responsible manner did not include the observance of human rights, it seems. The commonality between the two discourses that is being advocated, in effect, by the Ruggie Framework forces us to recognize not only that both discourses require proactive action on the part of corporations but also that these discourses have fundamentally different trajectories, as the text below explains. The third and final section of this paper asks whether the norms of behavior adopted by the corporate proponents of CSR can be subjected to the level of scrutiny required for them to be accepted also as the norms of behavior that will deliver respect for human rights.\textsuperscript{42}

The Global Compact was followed in 2003 by the announcement by the United Nations Sub-Commission for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights of the Draft Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights.\textsuperscript{43} The Norms pertained to a basket of rights broadly mapped onto the UDHR and subsequent international covenants and customary law, although the inclusion of economic and social rights
as well civil and political rights marked a significant shift away from the anchoring effect of the UDHR in terms of expressing human rights obligations. The Norms advocated imposing on corporations and other enterprises over which they held influence an obligation to observe human rights rather than a negative demand not to infringe them, while still casting states as bearing the primary responsibility for protecting human rights. Criticisms of the norms ranged from the substantive with concerns around the interpretation placed on existing treaty arrangements and the breadth of liability ascribed to corporations and the meaning of previously unused phrases such as “respective spheres of activity and influence” to more, albeit disputed, procedural concerns with perceived lack of consultation of relevant, ultimately opposing, stakeholder groups. These Norms were expressly not adopted by the Commission on Human Rights in 2004 even though the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights had endorsed them in August 2003.

This is not the place for a detailed discussion of the Norms but they are worthy of short mention at this point for two reasons. The first part of Ruggie’s mandate in 2005 involved clarifying some of the contentious concepts used by the norms and second the hostile reception that the Norms received from much but not all of the corporate sector and some states is unlikely not to have had an influence on how Ruggie undertook his task and what he considered was possible in terms of devising a structure that would achieve broad acceptability. In 2006 Ruggie explained that his operating credo was one of “principled pragmatism”; a commitment to “strengthening the promotion and protection of human rights ...coupled with a pragmatic attachment to what works best in creating change”. This view when taken with his ex post facto comments about the desire to avoid his mandate being side tracked into lengthy discussions about the status of legal texts and his position being instead that he wanted to get the “parameters and the perimeters of business and human rights locked down in ...policy terms .... which could be acted upon immediately and on which future progress could be built” would seem to suggest that the Norms and their failure was on his mind throughout his mandate. Ruggie ameliorated two of the most contentious parts of the Norms early in his tenure; he set up multi-stakeholder consultations that canvassed opinion across five continents, a practice that he continued throughout his mandate and he abandoned attempts to base corporate liability on direct obligation, focusing instead on obligations flowing through states for violations of international criminal and humanitarian law. In relation to corporations he sets out responsibilities which while not binding are intended to be a basis for the monitoring and if necessary remediation of corporate conduct.
2 The Ruggie Framework and Guiding Principles

By April 2008 Ruggie had produced a report, supported by extensive consultation, that created a Framework resting on the three pillars of “protect”, “respect” and “remedy”.58 In the three years that followed until 2011 he worked on producing implementation guidance for corporations and states and some of this guidance is discussed below. Protection of human rights is the role of the state expressed as a duty; respect for human rights is the second pillar and is the role given to corporations. The difference in liability for states and corporations expressed as “duty” and “respect” reflects the established view that no legal liability attaches to non-state actors in international law.59 Remediing the infringement of human rights is something that corporations should do or should co-operate in legitimate processes that are advanced by the state to effect a remedy. One part of the Norms that Ruggie did retain was contained in this third pillar; corporations should have in place mechanisms for those whose rights have been adversely affected to bring grievances to the corporation’s attention and for their swift resolution. The rights which Ruggie wishes corporations to respect are “all internationally recognised rights”60 which are defined in the Guiding Principles of 2011.61 as, at a minimum, the International Bill of Human Rights and the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.62 Whether this covers all international human rights or not is a matter of debate.63 Ruggie’s position would appear to be that it does.64 The Principles that Ruggie set out have been endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council, adopted by the OECD,65 encouraged by the EU,66 influenced the current design of ISO 2600067 and included in the 2012 IFC Environmental and Social Performance Standards.68 They are the most recent and most authoritative statement on the relationship between corporations and human rights.

Both Ruggie’s pragmatism and his recognition of the complexity of global production are evidenced in the way that he deals with the issue of a wider responsibility upon corporations beyond clear identifiable acts of theirs that affect particular individuals or groups; this wider responsibility could be expressed as the responsibility to exercise leverage or influence over business associates, states or other actors in respect of adverse impacts on human rights they commit. Relationships such as business networks, brand based supply chains in areas like apparel production and direct sourcing relationships such as those found in agricultural production would be obvious examples where the idea of a wider responsibility beyond direct impact would have considerable utility. Given his role in constructing the Global Compact which advocated corporations applying its principles “within their sphere of influence”;69 Ruggie’s attachment to leverage is unsurprising. However “sphere of influence” was a very contested concept when it was included in the UN Norms
and it is unlikely that inclusion of leverage expressed in those terms would have endeared the Framework of Guiding Principles to the business community.\textsuperscript{71} If we track the idea of “influence” through the various stages of evolution of the idea of “responsibility to protect” what we find is a rather malleable, almost slippery approach to the ambit of corporate responsibility.\textsuperscript{72} Responsibility for influence fades in and out of the documentary structure.

At various stages of promulgation of the Framework and Guiding Principles there appear to be clear statements to the effect that the responsibility of respect is confined to impact-based liability only. Corporations presumably drew comfort from the bold assertion early on in the journey to the Guiding Principles that “companies cannot be held responsible for the human rights impacts of every entity over which they may have some influence”.\textsuperscript{73} This sentiment is buttressed by the commentary to Guiding Principle 17 which refers to the corporation’s “human rights risks” as its “potential adverse rights impacts”. Complex value chains might make it “unreasonably difficult” to conduct due diligence in all areas so a concentration on general areas where significant risk is likely to occur is suggested with the added bonus that acting in this way might assist in ameliorating any potential subsequent reputational damage. Again in Guiding Principle 18 impact based liability is stressed in terms of the need for the corporation “to understand the specific impacts on specific people, given a specific context of operations.” The responsibility to protect then occurs in relation to adverse micro-level impacts on defined individuals or groups of individuals.\textsuperscript{74}

Guiding Principle 19 seems, however, to entrench the idea of a wider influenced-based responsibility to the extent that after a corporate actor has ended its own conduct that gave rise to the adverse impact, its responsibility is to use its leverage to end the conduct of others. If it cannot do this due to insufficient influence then it should improve the situation by providing capacity building interventions or even ending the business relationship. HSBC, a bank listed in London and Hong Kong, with global interests, has recently found itself accused of providing loan finance and other banking services to at least seven logging companies operating in Sarawak, Malaysia.\textsuperscript{75} These companies are said to be infringing the rights of indigenous groups through harassment and forced evictions, engaging in the bribery of public officials\textsuperscript{76} and breaking environmental regulations on deforestation. Irrespective of whether these companies are breaking HSBC’s own CSR policies and the external validations that it has signed up to, Guiding Principle 19 suggests HSBC should take put pressure on\textsuperscript{77} these logging companies to change their practices even if Guiding Principles 17 and 18 would appear to point in the opposite direction. The confusion in the Guiding Principles around whether respect extends to influence-based responsibility or is confined to impact-based activities only perhaps indicates the
complexity of global production and how difficult it is to draft to deal with activities that do not centre on a single nodal point but rather exist across a swathe of networks and chains of relationships.

The focus of this paper is on the second pillar of the Framework accepting that the pillars stand together; the state’s duty to protect and the need for both actors to find victims of adverse human rights impacts access to remedies may place increased legal obligations upon corporations as a matter of national law. The responsibility of respect placed upon corporations is housed within a methodology of due diligence. Corporations should have in place a mechanism of due diligence that will allow them to become aware of the impact of their activities on human rights and then act to prevent and/or address adverse impacts.\textsuperscript{78} Due diligence within the Framework has four elements.\textsuperscript{79} Corporations first need to put in place a human rights policy.\textsuperscript{80} The remaining three elements coalesce around the ideas of transparency, external participation and independent verification. The second stage is to learn the effect that business activity has upon human rights by conducting assessments of the impact of corporate activities on human rights.\textsuperscript{81} Ruggie’s concern was that if respect for human rights was not integrated into business practice but instead grafted on as an additional but separate activity it would be cosmetic at best in approach and coverage.\textsuperscript{82} Consequently he advocated the idea that a corporation’s human right policy should be “owned” by the whole firm and integrated throughout its activities. Corporate leaders should ensure that respect for human rights is allowed to trickle down through business structure. Employees should be trained, if necessary, to avoid infringing human rights while carrying out their job.\textsuperscript{83} The use of monitoring and auditing processes to track corporate progress is advocated.\textsuperscript{84}

Due diligence is performing two functions within the Framework. It develops what Ruggie terms “a connectivity” between respect for human rights and the corporate sector on two levels; linguistic and practical.\textsuperscript{85} At the linguistic level Ruggie is presumably trying to create a common language of understanding between the two discourses. Due diligence has a particular meaning within the human rights obligations of states; for example the UN Declaration on Elimination of Violence Against Women requires states to use due diligence to prevent, investigate and punish, in accordance with their own national legal systems, acts of violence against women perpetrated by the state or third parties. This includes creating, if necessary, the appropriate structures of sanction. By using this concept Ruggie is conveying to corporations the idea that despite the non-obligatory nature of “respect” under the Framework the level of attention in terms of resource intensive fact-finding, policy making and training that is expected of them is akin to what states are legally obliged to do under the human rights obligations they have accepted. The difference between duty and respect at the level of obligation is what makes this a linguistic
Respect for human rights by the corporate sector is about observing at least

communality only. Due diligence also has traction within the corporate sector as a practical concept. It is used in corporate management and corporate governance to identify and measure risk in relation to a wide range of business transactions from merger and acquisition to supply chain management. This is tantamount to suggesting that respect for human rights is a business risk rather than a good in its own right.

There are diverse views about the merits of this approach in philosophical terms, and while that is an interesting debate, of more significance for this paper is the link that this idea of human rights as a business risk makes to CSR as a practice. In 2005, before his tenure at the UN began, Ruggie set out the idea that CSR was a risk management strategy for business and offered some suggestions on how CSR might be used in this way. The elements of due diligence bear considerable resemblance to these suggestions which include stakeholder consultation, a system for identifying risks and dealing with them and reporting protocols. When this is added to the grounding of the responsibility in a socio-ethical structure, namely unexplained “social expectations” and “prevailing social norms” which are said to underpin the corporate “social license to operate” what appears to have happened is that the responsibility to respect has been fused into the rationale for CSR - a management tool for the avoidance of damage to business reputation.

The adoption of particular CSR policies is a choice made by corporate management to present a corporation to the external world in a particular way. CSR policies are not designed by corporations to be assessed by third parties as a reflection of corporate operations even in part, let alone in their entirety. There is insufficient information available in the public domain for accurate independent evaluation to take place. Corporations may encourage, through the giving out of information and financial support, validation of their policies by external bodies they have selected or, more likely, they take part in. There are a variety of different institutional environments for this type of CSR certification from NGO and corporate co-governance of organisations (for example the Forest Stewardship Council) to NGOs themselves and to industry coalitions (for example Responsible Care) and literally hundreds of different kinds of certification for products and whole industries. The rational for corporations participating in these validation exercises is that these exercises trigger a reaction in public opinion and the financial markets that is at least equivocal and at best positive about the societal impacts that particular policies have achieved. CSR discourse identifies its goal as business orientated social investment with vulnerable groups, (defined as those outside the supplier-employee paradigm) seen as stakeholders in the business not as independent bearers of human rights.
minimum standards for human existence through recognizing liberty rights, political rights, and economic and social rights. This is a very different requirement and policy focus from voluntarily adopting CSR policies for strategic reasons. Corporate managers use CSR as a form of chiaroscuro; certain activities are pushed forward for scrutiny, awards even, while others remain firmly in the shade. This might be seen within the corporate sector as efficient and effective management of risk. Zadek has identified a three-stage development model for CSR which he maps against the changing landscape of societal expectations of corporations. His linear three generations move from CSR as corporate philanthropy that is unconnected with business operations, to CSR that is integrated into a longer term business strategy recognizing that promotion of ideas like cause related marketing and socially responsible investment will lead to “win-win” scenarios and finally to a form of CSR that tries to interrogate the largest global challenges around environmental degradation, poverty and social and economic exclusion. Other commentators employ similar developmental models for CSR and at heart all these models are describing how corporations make strategic business decisions to achieve particular market reputations in the context of changing social pressures. Ruggie is pushing the CSR model much further than this by suggesting that what will hold the balance between respect for human rights and corporate indifference is a social license granted or revoked by the courts of public opinion in line with social expectations and norms. The final section of the paper looks at the concept of a social license to operate in more detail, at what these courts of public opinion might be and how they will be able to obtain the evidence for their judgment on the maintenance or not of a social license.

3: The Social License

3.1 Defining the Social License

Social license as the term suggests is about business practice and regulation outside the realm of the legal. It draws on CSR principles and is central to Zadek’s third stage of CSR development. Its appearance in the Framework is no surprise because it is what is left in the absence of a structure of legal enforcement. It enjoys no particular recognized definition but the most influential analysis of it by Gunningham and his colleagues describes it as “the demands on and expectations for a business enterprise that emerge from neighbourhoods, environmental groups, community members and other elements of the surrounding civil society”. The focus of Gunningham’s work was on environmental standards in the pulp and paper manufacturing industry and this explains the prominence of environmental interests in the description given. As he acknowledges, within the corporate sector generally there is no agreement about the demands made by those to whom the social license
is presented or how and when their demands should be responded to. This
acknowledgment comes against the background of environmental regulation which,
while it has its own problems of rigour and enforcement, is more tightly legally
defined than the protection required for human rights by the corporate sector. In
Gunnigham’s work the idea of a social license was evidenced in a corporate actor
choosing to embark upon a course of behavior that went beyond what was required
for legal compliance. In Ruggie’s Framework the social license stands on its own
without a close supporting network of legal regulation addressing the immediate
problem. The level at which the license kicks in is the level of protection supplied by
existing but diffuse national and international regulation. This puts the importance
of the debate referred to in the preceding section about which rights are included in
the Framework and which are not in context.

The research carried out by Gunnigham et al identified four related reasons for
positive corporate responses to social license pressure; damage to corporate
reputation, fear of increased regulatory enforcement, fear of the imposition of new
regulations and fear of the damage of market based boycotts. At worst this relegates
social license to the realms of “a calculation of what is required to minimize business
risk [and] win ....community support to avoid ....disruption to ..operations”. At best a
positive response that supports human rights might result from some of these
triggers through pressure from the “courts of public opinion.” The potential for this
is examined below. However it is important before looking at that potential to
consider some of the inherent, rather than context specific, limits to social license
enforcement and how the concept of social license sits internally within the
corporation. Not all corporate actors will react in the same way to pressure on their
social license. Reaction depends on how much pressure and by whom the pressure is
exerted against any one of the factors identified by Gunningham’s research. It is also
the case that the internal dynamics of a corporation play a part. Issues such as
managerial incentives, the operating culture of a particular corporation, the internal
perception of organizational identity and image and the personal attitudes of
executives and managers to different issues are all important factors in how the
social license is viewed within the corporation. Corporate reputation is a good
easy example of this. Reputation has a different value to different corporations. What
decides its value is not the presence of external pressure factors necessarily but how
the corporation’s internal operational culture values reputation.

In Schön’s idea of “problem setting” individuals operating in a particular context
select the boundaries of a situation and impose upon it a sense of order and
coherence by determining what needs attention and in what direction events or
policies need to be driven. This is what corporate managers and executives do
when they make policy and operational decisions. The idea of mainstreaming human
rights respect into corporate conscience through the operation of the due diligence structure that Ruggie advocates plays into the paradigm of problem setting. If the due diligence structure is adopted by corporations it sets the problem of how respect for human rights is upheld within corporate activities and pushes respect for human rights into the consciousness of decision makers within the corporation. These decision makers should then ask questions of themselves about how they need to change their operations and possibly their business relationships with other corporations to give effect to respect. The internal factors specified above would determine exactly what action is taken. However the problem is also circular in nature because in the absence of any external pressure it is unlikely that an issue will be translated into a problem that is addressed internally by corporate executives. To return to the example of corporate reputation in the previous paragraph something has to alert corporation executives to the idea that corporate reputation is under attack before a corporation can take a decision to respond in a particular way.

Adoption of the social license as a description of practice has achieved most popularity in the extractive sector. There it is used by the International Council on Mining Minerals other industry representative groups such as the Australian Coal Association, the Minerals Council of Australia and many of their corporate members in their publically available policy statements on sustainability and operational standards. It has come to be used to indicate that a particular extraction project has the consent of the local community in which it is situated. Thus it signifies a negotiation process, often through intermediaries, in which local communities receive and accept assurances that the social, economic and environmental benefits of what is proposed outweigh the potential impact. As an equation this reveals some of the inherent limitations in the idea of a social license for corporate operations. It assumes that information is a neutral factor as between the parties. In a situation where there is likely to be a significant power imbalance between corporate actor and community it means that the local community have received accurate information not tainted by deceit, corruption or lack of corporate technical knowledge about the long term effects of a project in a form and timescale which allows them to give free, prior and informed consent.

There may be issues here about who is entitled to speak for different groups and whether those who might oppose a social license have the organizational capacity to prevent consent being simply assumed by a more powerful actor. Extractive projects have an immediate geographical impact and the position of wider society and the local community on the desirability of extraction development may not be the same. This is particularly true in instances where host states do not recognize indigenous land rights or land claims and prefer the possibilities for development offered by inward investment. The traction that the concept of social license has in the extraction industry is perhaps unfortunate for the future prospects of human
rights respect given that this industry was the one that Ruggie described in 2006 as “dominat[ing] this sample of reported abuses” and as “account[ing] for most allegations of the worst abuses”.121

3.2 Constructing the Social License Within the Ruggie Framework

The social license that pertains to the Ruggie Framework will presumably be shaped through the adoption of the due diligence mechanism, outlined in section 2 above. The Guiding Principles122 set out a screening process to be undertaken to identify the areas where human rights are at greatest risk, evidence is to be gathered, possibly with the assistance of actors external to the corporation, the evidence is to be examined against the applicable human rights standards and actions to deal with infringements or potential infringements of rights are to be taken. Following this the effectiveness of these actions are to be evaluated and then reported to interested external parties. This process will form the internal part of the license. This internal stage suggests, although the Framework does not describe it in this way, an approach to respect for human rights that looks like a Human Rights Impact Assessment more frequently seen in the policy design activities of governments and public sector bodies. It is an evidenced approach to building human rights awareness into business operations. Of course, as noted above, when a Human Rights Impact Assessment is carried out by these public bodies it is, in most cases, being used to look at the effect of proposed actions on their rights based legal obligations. In the context of corporations these assessments, as a social license, will have eventual traction only through public opinion. Corporations are used to considering the impact upon their business of extraneous risk factors. Most corporate actors are unused to calculating the impact of their entire business operation on categories of rights holders outside perhaps investors, consumers and directly salaried employees.123 For other corporations whose activities required them to engage in Social Impact Assessments the methodology of assessing the impact on human rights is very different.124 Social impact assessments encourage selected stakeholders to take part in a process that nominate key issues for attention.125 The assessment of human rights, using the lens of human rights, unsurprisingly starts from the point of all recognized rights (hence the importance of knowing exactly which rights are included within the Framework) and then moves to a position of dialogue participation.126

The Framework suggests, but does not require, that, what it describes as “meaningful” consultation, take place with those likely to be affected by business operations.127 In that this consultation should also be prior to the business operations in question taking place, the model resembles the free, prior and informed consent model that the extractive industries use referred to above. It is
also likely to be beset by the same difficulties in that there is no right of consultation; whether it occurs and how it occurs is a matter for an individual corporation. There is also an issue of cultural norms and expectations in the context of rights. In the absence of a stronger steer from the Framework there is every incentive for a corporation to shelter behind a consultation with the local community, the result of which is further entrenchment of the norm of gender discrimination, which is embedded in the community. On the one hand a corporation that takes the results of consultation seriously might feel obliged to accept this not least on the grounds that it should not be imposing different cultural values on a community. On the other hand a rights impact assessment creates an opportunity to examine the rights of the entire effected community and consistent with respect is the requirement not to worsen the position of any one group. A corporation is not really in a position to assert that societal re-engineering of this sort belongs solely to the province of the state when it is charged with respecting the same rights that states are legally obliged to uphold. Failure to respect all rights equally irrespective of consultation results leads to those rights and their repeated infringement being hidden until such time as those particular human rights values become part of the community’s consciousness.  

The due diligence framework is advocating that corporations do what many of them already do; release information about their corporate operations to an external audience. This occurs in the context of complying with the requirements of the plethora of certification mechanisms that already exist within CSR. The different institutional settings for these mechanisms, referred to above, see them fall into six distinct groups ranging from internationally promulgated and independent codes to codes created by individual corporations. There are model business codes of general application supported by inter-governmental bodies such as the UN backed Global Compact that corporations can sign up to; there are general codes of business operation agreed between governments such as the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprise; multi-stakeholder codes drafted as a result of agreements between corporations, NGOs and governments such as the Ethical Trading Initiative; industry wide codes such as the Sustainable Development Framework of the International Council on Mining and Metals; individual company codes which contain operating principles in relation to everything from bribery to environmental management to supply chain assurance; and independent reporting standards such as the ISO 14001 standard for environmental management. These reporting initiatives all have the same outcome; they facilitate corporations benchmarking their performance against common standards and against each other. The choice of policy area and business segment that is certified belongs to the corporation. That choice might be made for a variety of strategic reasons; to focus audience awareness on positive actions in a particular arena or to distract attention from a particular
event for example. The potentially misleading nature of selective certification by corporations is something that has consistently undermined the credibility of CSR.  

What is very different in the context of the Ruggie Framework is the absence of a reporting structure or template and hence the absence of any lower (or upper) limit to policy ambition. There is no minimum floor requirement that must be passed. For CSR certification the emphasis for a corporation is on achieving a limit to policy while still attracting certification, in the context of human rights the goal should be limitless and for some corporations, given the nature of their business, recognized as unachievable. Choice for the corporation is not part of the due diligence framework. Both the corporation’s human rights policy and its calculation of the impact of its business upon human rights should be all encompassing of its business operations. However as Harrison points out the danger of corporations conducting their own assessments of their own risks albeit with some external consultation and participation is that what occurs is a validation of their assessment and policy response rather than an enhancement of respect for human rights. A corporation’s credibility may be lost in the eyes of an expert if it proceeds in this way but, as the text that follows explains, judgment on the adequacy of the impact assessment is unlikely to be solely in the hands of an expert audience.

Notwithstanding Ruggie’s stated preference for corporations to publicize the methodology they have used to undertake due diligence the absence of any template or indicative methodology in the Framework for constructing the social license makes cross-corporation comparison very difficult for an outsider. However such comparison is an essential tool, surely, if the courts of public opinion are to decide whether a corporation’s social license is acceptable and will be maintained. Any opportunity for corporations to learn and share best practice with each other is lost in the absence of a published methodology. The element of competition between corporations is then also lost. While the idea of corporations competing around respect for human rights might be unpalatable it is more likely to drive up the quality of assessment processes and outcomes than the probable absence of inter-firm competition.

### 3.3 Assessing the Social License

The assessment of a corporation’s social license depends upon the view taken of it by the “courts of public opinion” which will exercise “naming and shaming” prowess over any license that does not confirm to social expectations. The Framework is silent on whose social expectations will be used as the measure but it does indicate particular sites of judgment – investors, employees, communities, consumers, civil society. Whether these actors come to the issue of assessment with the same
goals in mind is a moot point. Institutional investors, for example, break into two
groups in broad terms; investors who pursue socially responsible investing,
sometimes as part of business coalitions to mitigate risk to their business model\textsuperscript{140}
and ethical investors\textsuperscript{141} and then the much larger group of conventional investors.
Nevertheless whatever the rationale for assessment is, assessors will have access to
the same information.

Assessment by any of these groups, even before the issue of how they might conduct assessment, requires transparency of reporting and this takes us back to the
point made by Harrison,\textsuperscript{142} the nature and extent of the internal process that creates
the social license feeds into the evaluation that can be made of it. Possible impacts
and actual infringements that are not reported upon cannot be judged. Rio Tinto
once again provides a useful illustrative example. Rio Tinto tells the world that it spends US$ 331m on socio-economic projects spread across the 40 countries in
which it operates.\textsuperscript{143} It provides information on 12 case studies that illustrates its
commitment to human rights. However these case studies nearly all feature
corporate business activities that commenced before 2007. There is no indication of
whether any assessment was done of the possible impact on human rights when
commercial activity began or since and if an assessment was carried out what it
revealed. What is presented is a story of Rio Tinto’s social engagement activities not
a story of what might have needed to be done or should have been done to protect
human rights.\textsuperscript{144}

For Ruggie’s suggested group of assessors to be able to evaluate a corporation’s
social license then they need to access it and understand what it means. This means
taking not only corporate reports that directly reference impacts upon human rights
but looking at the entire social license that a corporation constructs for itself using
the third party certification mechanisms and its own internal codes that are referred
to above. There is a problem of asymmetrical information for assessors. Their
judgment can be made in one of two ways. One is by relying on certification and
corporate reports and the other is by relying on the translation services of an NGO
which, while enjoying the status of assessor itself, breaks down information into an
comprehensible format and offers a commentary, additional information and
comparisons where possible in the format of report cards, alternative certification
and narrative accounts.\textsuperscript{145} The reality might be a combination of reliance on both.

Both these assessment avenues raise questions of credibility, product and industrial
practice coverage and market place traction. In terms of third party certification not
only are there the doubts about the absolute reliability of these mechanisms that are set
out above but it is also the case that we know very little about the extent to
which they are trusted by, or have traction with, consumers. It might be that those
that are associated with an NGO are considered more reliable or alternatively these NGO might be viewed as captured by corporations so giving their shared certificate less value.\textsuperscript{146} Product labels might be more influential on consumers than text. In this case interest in human rights is reduced to the aesthetics of presentation. Starobin and Weinthal, using the example of kosher food certification, produce a model for assessing consumer traction of third party certification that centres on the display by certifiers of demonstrable and transparent expertise that taps into a group of consumers with strong social capital bonds.\textsuperscript{147} This will be a difficult model to replicate in relation to more complex products and practices and in situations where consumers do not share a particular organizing identity.

NGOs can engage other assessors of corporate social licenses and encourage them to pass negative judgment by targeting the practices of particular corporations or particular products or both. NGOs are not neutral actors; they have values and agendas. They can be in competition with each other to attract and retain significant donors and skilled staff, to affect high profile results and thus to garner respect and influence in the field.\textsuperscript{148} This has an impact on their choice of social license to challenge. Some NGOs are seen as more credible than by wider society and thus their campaigns against social licenses will be more successful irrespective of the relative merits of the claims made. High credibility is achieved by NGOs that can demonstrate that their claims are supported by a high degree of costly and observable effort that is externally verifiable and that they will suffer significant reputational damage from making false claims.\textsuperscript{149}

Even for NGOs with high credibility, target choice and campaign methodology is key to gaining traction for social license opposition. Awareness of human rights non-observance is dependent on NGOs achieving populist support. Campaign methods might range from raising funds for litigation or share purchase, organizing consumer boycotts to direct lobbying for regulatory change or regulatory enforcement. There are a variety of factors that make some firms and some products more attractive as targets than other. Significant factors are the nature of the product. Anti-social products such as weapons and cigarettes are typical targets as are brands that have a high awareness value within the consumer market place; niche clothing and food brands are two obvious examples. Products or practices with clear externalities like oil drilling or chemical production have high traction. Firms that are representative of particular cultures or lifestyles like McDonalds or firms which are perceived as securing large amounts of surplus value from the supply chain like Apple would be considered to have traction.\textsuperscript{150} Global production is a complex activity spanning many business relationships and jurisdiction. A particular type of consumer is required to respond to many of these campaigns. Expanding consumer markets in new and developing economies may produce consumers with different cultural
expectations and preferences. Only those activities that can be simply explained or identified with are suitable for a license removal campaign. How iPads are soldered together has more traction than how the ruthenium component of their chips is produced.

4. Conclusion

Through the adoption of pragmatism and the pursuit of compromise John Ruggie has produced a Framework that recognizes the complex reality of global business production. It acknowledges the importance but also the difficulty of achieving influenced based corporate responsibility and of persuading corporations to use their leverage over others as a way of bringing about change. However in suggesting that the Framework will force corporations to move from declaratory CSR to demonstrable CSR a yawning gap is opened up. Drawing on CSR concepts might offer comfort to corporations but it will also ensure that CSR methods are used to respond to the Framework. These methods are likely to be of limited utility limited in relation to effective protection of human rights. Ruggie is placing a reliance on a broad swathe of different and largely unconnected groups to act as a chain of interrogators and judges. This requires a large degree of happenstance to be even moderately successful. In the absence of a methodology for the production of accurate, relevant and verifiable information and with no clear idea of how it will get to the social and political market place much is left to a combination of chance, the offices of NGOs and the sentiments of consumers. Human rights observance by business it seems is being returned to the market place of consumption for adjudication by a range of actors with very different agendas.
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